CSH-11 Golf rounding tour near Seoul (1 Day)

Tour Schedule
You meet the guide at the hotel early in the morning and move to Pocheon Charm Valley cc.

After playing the first half of 9 holes at Charm Valley CC in the morning, have lunch at the clubhouse. (Meal expenses are paid by each clubhouse). After dinner, play 9 holes in the second half.

After all the rounds, take a shower and take a break, and move to Seoul with the guide.
Note: The golf course may change without prior notice depending on the circumstances of the day.
At the end of the golf tour, we will take you to your hotel.

Tour Price & Inclusions
Tour amount: 561,000 won
Included : Transport vehicle, golf guide, green fee, cart fee, caddy fee, club lounge (up to KRW 20,000)

Minimum number of tour participants
Minimum number of departures: 4 people - In case of less than 4 people, cancellation or additional fee will be charged.
If there are more than 4 people, the VAN will be changed to a Minibus, and if there are between 5-7 participants, an extra fee will be charged.

Charm Valley of Charm Valley Golf Club is named after ‘mysterious and wonderful’. David Dale, an American golf planner, the world's top design company, and Ellen, a sculptor, worked together with Daebong Lee, president of Charmbit Group, to create a fantastic course.

Although it is a popular system, it has invested more and put more effort into it than the membership system. Phoenix Golf Resort in Hanoi, Vietnam Grand Plaza Hanoi Hotel, and Haerangang Golf Resort in Yanji, China have all established themselves as luxury goods among luxury brands and are highly praised by people around the world.

Charm Valley Country Club has made a bold investment to make the rugged valley flat to make it a flat ground with a bold investment in order to enjoy golf comfortably.

A round of golf at this golf course located at the foot of Haeryongsan Mountain, where the fog in the great nature of beautiful pine trees and oak trees makes it look like a dragon ascends to heaven, makes you fall into the illusion that a freshman is playing golf on top of the clouds.

How about a golf trip to relieve the fatigue and stress of travel for a day!